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In 2015, I have created a simulation based on the Fruchterman Reingold algorithm with the 
simulator artisoc for network drowing. In the case of Large-scale network, node arrangement is 
chaotic. And it is not possible to extract community from the display. Even in the case of small 
network, I noticed that the network drowing is not sometimes preferable. By observation, simple 
unfavorable factors were revealed. If there are two non-adjacent nodes in the vicinity of a node, 
the line connecting the two nodes may acts like a wall. Node may become impossible to move 
beyond the wall. Repulsive force acting between non-adjacent nodes and attractive force acting 
between adjacent nodes are balanced. Node does not move at all. Adjacent nodes should be close. 
In early steps of simulation, strong attracting force should be necessary. So I modified the 
simulation. The new simulation can vary strength of repulsive force and attractive force. By 
operating the simulation at setting strong attractive force, tendency to separate communities has 
increased. Although in the center portion of the display space node arrangement is chaotic, in the 
peripheral portion node arrangement has improved.
１．Fruchterman Reingold アルゴリズムによ
る artisoc シミュレーションの改造
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Repulsive and attractive force variable Fruchterman Reingold Algorithm Simulation 



















































引力の強さが基本的な Fruchterman Reingold ア
ルゴリズムに基づく吸引力の２倍の強さとなる。
２． 吸 引 力・ 反 発 力 可 変 な Fruchterman 
























































































　2015年 度 研 究 紀 要 １） で は、Fruchterman 
Reingold アルゴリズムに基づくノード配置シ
ミュレーションを Artisoc で作成した。Pajek
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